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iAbstract
Brazilian Learners’ Production of Initial /s/ Clusters: Phonological Structure and
Environment
Deunézio Cornelian Júnior
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
2003
Supervisor Professor: Barbara Oughton Baptista
This study is a partial replication of Rebello (1997a, 1997b) and Rauber (2002) on the
production of English initial /s/ clusters by 20 Brazilian learners, who recorded a list of
unrelated sentences containing the initial /s/ clusters immediately preceded by environments
of vowels and obstruent (fricative and stop) consonants. Some inconsistent findings of these
two previous studies motivated the development of this research. Vowel epenthesis was found
to be the most common strategy used by the participants to produce the target pattern. The
hypothesis that, according to the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH), the more
marked /sCC/ structures would yield a higher rate of epenthesis than the /sC/ clusters was
neither confirmed nor rejected. The prediction that clusters in violation of the Syllable
Structure Condition (SCC) – /s/ + stop – would yield more epenthesis than clusters not in
violation – /s/ + sonorant – was not confirmed either. On the contrary, clusters not in violation
proved to be more inclined to yield epenthesis than clusters in violation of the SSC. An
important aspect revealed was that voicing assimilation proved to be a more powerful
constraint influencing the rate of epenthesis than markedness concerning cluster length or
sonority sequencing. Voiced environments were also shown to result in epenthesis more
frequently than voiceless ones. The results confirmed that vocalic contexts yielded a higher
rate of epenthesis than consonant contexts. Major’s Ontogeny Model (OM) was strongly
supported by the findings as the more proficient the participants, the less frequent the
production of epenthesis.
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Resumo
A Produção de Encontros Consonantais Iniciados por /s/ em Inglês por Estudantes
Brasileiros: Estrutura Fonológica e Ambiente
Deunézio Cornelian Júnior
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
2003
Professora Orientadora: Barbara Oughton Baptista
Este estudo é uma réplica parcial de Rebello (1997a, 1997b) e Rauber (2002) sobre a
produção de encontros consonantais iniciados por /s/ em inglês por 20 estudantes brasileiros,
os quais gravaram uma lista de sentenças contendo os encontros consonantais iniciados por /s/
imediatamente precedidos por ambientes de vogais ou consoantes fricativas e oclusivas.
Algumas descobertas inconsistentes destes dois estudos anteriores motivaram o
desenvolvimento desta pesquisa. Verificou-se que a epêntese vocálica é a estratégia mais
comum usadas pelos participantes para produzir o padrão desejado. A hipótese que, de acordo
com a Hipótese do Diferencial de Marcação (MDH), as estruturas mais marcadas /sCC/
produziriam uma proporção maior de epêntese que os encontros consonantais /sC/, não foi
nem confirmada nem rejeitada. A previsão de que os encontros consonantais que violam a
Condição de Estrutura Silábica (SSC) – /s/ + oclusiva – produziriam mais epêntese que os
encontros consonantais que não violam tal condição – /s/ + soantes – não foi confirmada
tampouco. Pelo contrário, os encontros consonantais que não violam a SSC mostraram estar
mais propensos a produzir epêntese que os encontros que a violam. Um aspecto importante
revelado foi que a assimilação do vozeamento provou ser uma restrição mais forte que a
marcação ao influenciar a proporção de epêntese em relação ao comprimento dos encontros
consonantais ou à seqüência de sonoridade. Os ambientes vozeados também resultaram em
epêntese mais freqüentemente que os não vozeados. Os resultados confirmaram que os
ambientes vocálicos produziram uma proporção maior de epêntese que os ambientes
consonantais. O Modelo de Ontogenia (OM) de Major foi fortemente sustentado pelas
descobertas já que quanto mais proficiente era o participante, menor a freqüência na produção
de epêntese.
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Número de palavras: 19.079
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The acquisition of a foreign or second language can be a difficult and intriguing task,
especially concerning the acquisition of certain pronunciation patterns. As a matter of fact,
that can be easily noticed in EFL and ESL classrooms, where many students reach the point of
native-like competence in grammar and lexicon, but few of them will reach the same
competence in pronunciation.
There are some constraining factors on the acquisition of a native-like pronunciation in
a foreign or second language. Leather & James (1996) mention some constraints: motivation,
social acceptance and social distance, personality variables, sex, and oral and auditory
capacities. Thus, the more the learner is concerned with the achievement of a “good”
pronunciation the more successful s/he is likely to be. The authors, citing Abercrombie
(1963), state that “ for the majority of school and nonspecialist adult learners, a reasonable
goal is to be ‘comfortably intelligible’ and to sound socially acceptable” (Leather & James,
1996, p. 270).
Besides the individual and social constraints pointed out by Leather and James (1996),
there are also some internal factors that are responsible for the occurrence of certain linguistic
variants in the learner’s interlanguage1. As internal constraints, Carlisle (1994) points out
markedness and environment. According to Eckman (1991), investigators have followed two
linguistic theories in the study of second language acquisition (SLA). One of them is to
explain SLA through typological universals, whose basis of formulation is the world’s
primary languages, and the other one is through principles of Universal Grammar (UG),
which explain facts about the acquisition of a first language and can be used to explain facts
regarding the acquisition of a second language.
                                                
1 The language actually spoken by the learner at any particular stage of development.
2The present research is concerned with the production of the pronunciation of initial
/s/ clusters by Brazilian EFL learners, having as a pre-established hypothesis that the
environment preceding the initial /s/ clusters plays a special role in the hierarchy of difficulty
of their pronunciation. Carlisle (1994) demonstrated in his study that epenthesis is a common
strategy used by Spanish-speaking ESL learners trying to pronounce initial /s/ clusters. He
also schematized a hierarchy of difficulty in which epenthesis would be more or less likely to
occur, depending on the environment preceding that cluster.
Important studies done with Brazilian EFL learners on the production of English initial
/s/ -clusters were carried out by Rebello (1997a, 1997b) and Rauber (2002). The data were
analyzed “based upon universals of syllable structure, strength relations within the syllable
and syllable contact (Hooper, 1976; Murray & Vennemann, 1983) with the Markedness
Differential Hypothesis (MDH) and the Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH) (Eckman,
1977; 1991) as the predictors of learner’s difficulties” (Rebello, 1997, p. 336).
One of the reasons for this research is that Rebello’s and Rauber’s findings were quite
different from Carlisle’s concerning the preceding environment: Rebello’s and Rauber’s
results contradict those of Carlisle (1991,1994), who found the frequency of epenthesis to be
greater after word-final consonants than after word-final vowels. Another important
difference is related to the length of the cluster: there was no significant difference2 in
percentage in the frequency of epenthesis for /sC/ clusters and /sCC/ clusters in Rebello’s
study, while in Rauber’s and Carlisle’s findings the results support the MDH; that is, longer
clusters are more frequently modified. Besides that, in Carlisle’s study epenthesis was found
to happen less frequently before the initial /s/ + nasals and liquids than before /s/ + stops,
                                                
2 An statistical test (chi-square) was applied using her numbers to get this conclusion.
3whereas in Rebello’s it was the opposite. I want to confirm whether Brazilian EFL learners do
have a different hierarchy of difficulty from that of Spanish speakers.
The thesis is organized in five chapters: Chapter two contains the review of the
literature about syllable structures of English and Portuguese as well as some theories
concerning SLA. Chapter 3 describes the hypothesis, material and procedures for data
collection, and statistical analysis. Chapter 4 presents results with their analysis and
discussion. Chapter 5 reports the conclusion regarding theoretical and pedagogical
implications, limitations and suggestions for future research.
4Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
For those who have little or no knowledge of what learning a language means, this
process is most commonly seen as a task of memorizing words and their corresponding
sounds, and placing them in a “correct way” in order to communicate ideas. From this
simplistic perspective, we can perceive two important views of what learning a language may
involve. First, people have intrinsically the notion of rules. You do not only put words
together, but they have to come in a permissible structure so that they are able to express
logical thoughts. Second, a language consists of units, that is, people in general understand
that the words are the units of a language.
When we think of expressing thoughts, this can be done in at least two forms, written
and oral. For the purpose of this study, oral speech discourse is the medium that will be the
object of analysis. Kreidler (1989) states that a discourse is composed of utterances, which are
composed of tone units. He also states that “a tone unit consists of at least one SYLLABLE
and usually a number of syllables” (p. 06). For a phonological study, which is the aim of this
thesis, it is of primordial importance to understand the structure of a syllable in its universal
aspects, as well as the aspects of the languages that are object of this study. As Kreidler
(1989) points out, the syllable consists of a vocalic element(s), with the possibility of non-
vocalic element(s) before and after it.
2.1 – Aspects of Syllable Structure
It is a very hard task to try to define the syllable because there is not a single definition
agreed upon among phonologists. What we can do is to analyze some aspects concerning the
syllable. It can be compared to an atom, which is the smallest particle of a chemical element
and yet divided into smaller parts internally. For phonological purposes, the syllable is the
5smallest pronounceable part of words. It can be a word itself. Nevertheless, syllable structure
contains internal segments. As Major (2001) states, “all languages have syllables composed of
consonants and vowels. Many languages can have syllables of only vowels, (e.g., English
owe) but only a very few languages can have syllables and even whole words composed
exclusively of consonants, (e.g., Berber trkst ‘hide’, txdmt ‘gather wood’).”
Among the possibilities of syllable formation, the universally preferred structure is
CV.  Carlisle (1994) states that “this syllable type is an absolute substantive universal, and the
presence of any other syllable type implies the presence of the CV syllable” (p. 226).
Therefore, it is a typological universal and also the most basic level of an implicational
hierarchy of syllable formation. “On a universal level, the CV syllable is the optimal syllable.
There is no language that does not allow a syllable type CV, and there are some languages
that allow this type and no other” (Hooper, 1976: 199). Corroborating the above statements,
Major (2001) points out that a VC type syllable implies CVC and CV syllables, but the
opposite is untrue. Katamba (1989) claims that many languages have syllables with only a V:
Such languages may be assumed to have a rule at the entry to the phonological component which
deletes the syllable initial C and thus allows canonical syllables with V only. Languages may also have
CVC syllables which are obtained by a rule which adds a C after the V element to form canonical CVC
syllables (Katamba, 1989; p. 160).
Hooper (1976) points out that there are many other complex syllable structures besides
the favored CV. There are syllable-initial and syllable-final consonant clusters of different
lengths in different languages. The length of the syllable does not happen in a random
manner. According to Hooper (1976), strength relations influence syllable formation and the
possible consonantal positions in a syllable. Strength and sonority are inversely related
compared on a scale of values. For the purpose of this thesis, strength refers to the manner of
articulation, the strongest consonant sound being the one which most obstructs the air stream,
so we could say that voiceless stops are the strongest consonant sounds, and glides the
weakest ones. Sonority, then, is related to voicing: “the greater the propensity a sound has of
6spontaneous voicing, the more sonority it has” (Katamba, 1989: 104). Contrastively, in a
sonority hierarchy, vowels and glides are the most sonorous while the voiceless stops are the
least sonorous. Hooper (1976, p. 206) establishes the following universal strength hierarchy:
Voiced            voiceless continuant            voiceless
Glides           liquids           nasals            continuants                voiced stops                       stop
   1                    2                     3                      4                                 5                                   6
If we compare the strength hierarchy above with the sonority scale provided by
Selkirk (1984, p. 112) it will be possible to verify that they are inversely related. When
justifying her theory for the elimination of the major class features [+syllabic],
[+consonantal], and [+sonorant], she proposes that all major class features be replaced by a
sonority hierarchy, as follows:
Sound Sonority Index
(provisional assignment)
a 10
e, o 9
i, u 8
r 7
l 6
m, n 5
s 4
v, z, D 3
f, T 2
b, d, g 1
p, t, k .5
           
Selkirk (1984) defines natural class in terms of a sonority continuum, or hierarchy:
“Any set of segments with the same sonority index or with consecutive sonority indices within
designated limits forms a natural class” (p. 111). She states that “natural classes defined in
this way, and only these, are relevant for characterizing syllable structure in natural language”
(1984, p. 112).
7Hogg and McCully (1987) provide a similar sonority scale, reproduced in Table 1. In
this scale, the authors illustrate the relative degree of sonority of a number of specific sounds.
Table 1: Sonority scale according to Hogg & McCully (1987)
Sounds Sonority values Examples
low vowels 10 /a,A/
mid vowels 9 /e,o/
High vowels 8 /i,u/
Flaps 7 /r/
Laterals 6 /l/
Nasals 5 /m,n,N/
Voiced fricatives 4 /v,D,z/
Voiceless fricatives 3 /f,T,s/
Voiced stops 2 /b,d,g/
Voiceless stops 1 /p,t,k/
 While Natural Generative Phonology may have been the first phonological theory to
give due importance to the syllable, two recent models describe the syllable in a non-linear
approach: the autosegmental and the metrical. Katamba (1989) reports that metrical
phonology, which is concerned principally with stress phenomena, complements
autosegmental phonology, which was originally conceived for the description of tone. As the
two concepts are not diverging, they will be helpful for understanding the strength relations in
syllable structure described by Hooper (1976), within the theory of Natural Generative
Phonology. Katamba (1989) shows that syllable structure can be represented as follows:
                                                      σ
                                                O        R
                                                      N       M
    Note: σ = syllable, O = onset, R = rhyme, N = nucleus and  M = margin (coda)
8Hooper (1976) points out that as a universal position, the nucleus of the syllable is the
dominant part and is usually a vowel. She adds that “the margins of the syllable (the onset and
the coda) provide a contrast with the nucleus: The consonantal release produces the minimum
amount of energy and the vocalic nucleus the maximum amount of energy”(p. 198). We can
conclude that the higher the sonority (the more vowel-like) of a consonant, the closer to the
nucleus it is expected to be.
Based on her universal strength hierarchy, Hooper (1976, p. 229) proposes the
universal SSC (syllable structure condition) as follows:
                  Universal condition on preferred syllable structure:
                  P (C):        $CmCnCpCqVCrCsCt$
                               Where m > n > p > q
                                            r > s > t   [sic]3
                                          m > t
                                          m > O
Since the nucleus is the most sonorous part of the syllable, the consonants are usually
placed in a descending order from the edges to the nucleus, regarding the strength value (or
ascending order, regarding sonority). “The condition m > t means, in this context, that for the
SSC of any given language, the strongest C permitted in syllable-initial position must be
stronger than the strongest C permitted in syllable-final position” (Hooper, p. 230). And the
condition m > O means that the structure $CV$ is present in any given language. In general,
most languages follow this principle, although we will find a few cases of languages that
violate it for a particular motivation. An example is the English /s/ + stop clusters. Selkirk
(1984) names this condition the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG): “In any syllable,
there is a segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded and/or followed by a sequence
of segments with progressively decreasing sonority values” (p. 116). As can be noticed, some
languages allow long consonant clusters in initial position and in final position. Arbitrarily,
9Hooper (1976) decided for an example of four consonants in initial position and three in final
position to demonstrate her SSC.
Greenberg (1978) presents, in his universals regarding initial and final clusters, the
property of resolvability, which is particularly important to observe in the structure of
syllables. Greenberg (1978, p. 250) states that “every initial or final sequence of length m
contains at least one continuous subsequence of length m – 1”. The resolvability can be
complete or partial. It is considered completely resolvable if every continuous subsequence
also occurs, for instance, if in a language the initial cluster /spgr/ occurs, then it will be
completely resolvable if /sp/, /pg/, /gr/, /spg/, and /pgr/ also occur. If one or more of these
do not occur, then it is partially resolvable, and if none occurs, it is non-resolvable.
Regarding general syllable structure, I believe the most prominent considerations have
been made here. Further information about the structure of the languages involved in this
research will be provided in the following sections.
2.1.1 – English Syllable Structure
According to the structure proposed by Selkirk (1982), the syllable is composed of the
onset and the rhyme. A consonant or consonant cluster placed at the beginning of the syllable
forms the onset and the rest of the syllable is the rhyme, which is divided into two parts: the
peak and the coda. The peak or nucleus is the syllabic part and the coda is the final consonant
or consonant cluster.
English Syllable Structure allows up to three onset consonants and up to four coda
consonants (Anderson, 1987). As the initial clusters are the concern of this study, I will
present some considerations regarding the onset. Giegerich (1992) states that syllables do not
need to have onsets and if there is an onset, it may contain one consonant position or two.
                                                                                                                                                        
3 The arrows should be pointing toward the opposite direction.
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Three consonant positions in the onset give some ill-formed syllables. “The two-position
onset constitutes some kind of upper limit on the complexity of this phonological unit”
(Giegerich, 1992; p. 138). However, what can be said about the well-formed syllables in the
words spray, strange, screen? In Giegerich’s (1992) point of view, the /s/ in /st/, /str/, etc.
has an odd behavior as “it violates the sonority-based definition of the syllable” (p. 138), and
where there are three consonant positions in the onset, the /s/ will always be the first one.
         Adapting Hooper’s (1976) SSC to English syllable structure, the following schema
would be possible: $CmCnCpVCqCrCsCt$. There will be always a vowel (or in some cases a
sonorant consonant), which is the nucleus. English syllables allow longer consonant clusters
in final position than in initial position. From this perspective, it is possible to state that
English codas have a more marked structure than English onsets. Here, besides the
consideration regarding the strength scale, whose values would decrease from the edges to the
nucleus (or the sonority scale, whose values would increase from the edges to the nucleus), it
would be important to remark that, according to Giegerich’s (1992) claims, Cm must be /s/.
Some possible syllable structures would be:
CV = see
CCV = sky
CVC = sit
CVCC = sand
CCCV = spry
CCVCC = stand
CCCVCC = sprint
CCVCCC = twelfth
CCCVCCC = strength
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2.1.2 – Brazilian Portuguese Syllable Structure
Brazilian Portuguese syllable structure follows more closely the universal tendency for
a CV syllable formation. As we will see below, it does not allow more than two consonants in
initial and/or final positions, and very few consonants can occur in final position or in
clusters. Collischonn (1999, p. 107) gives us some examples of Portuguese syllable patterns,
as follows:
V = é
VC = ar
VCC = instante
CV = cá
CVC = lar
CVCC = monstro
CCV = tri
CCVC = três
CCVCC = transporte
VV = aula
CVV = lei
CCVV = grau
CCVVC = claustro
Baptista (1987) proposes a distribution chart concerning strength relations in
Portuguese based on those described by Hooper (1976) for Spanish. According to Baptista
(1987), Portuguese allows up to two consonants in syllable initial and final positions:
                                                   $CmCnVCpCq$
Cm1 = /p, t, k, b, d, g, f, v/ = initial, may be followed by Cn
12
Cm2 = /s, S, z, Z, m, n, N, l, ¥ , r, R/ = initial, may not be followed by Cn
Cn = /r, l, w/ = may follow Cm1 (/w/ follows only /k/ and /g/)
Cp = /y, w/ = may follow V; may be followed by Cq1 (as in Spanish, /r/ occasionally occurs in
this position)
Cq1 = /s/ = may follow V and/or Cp
Cq2 = /s, m, n, l, r or R/ = may follow V (/m/, /n/, and /l/ are doubtful in this position).
However, Baptista’s (1987) analysis does not account for word-internal occurrences of
syllable-final nasal plus /s/ or /r/ plus /s/.
As we are concerned with syllable initial clusters, it is appropriate to give some
examples of the ones occurring Portuguese, having the above chart as reference. Some
examples are: preto, trazer, cravo, bravo, dragão, grade, frio, lavrador, planeta, atleta, tecla,
tablado, glacial, flácido, quando e igual.
2.2 – Aspects of Syllable Contacts
Besides being concerned with syllable structure, it is important to be aware that the
words are not all monosyllabic, many of them are polysyllabic and therefore we have to
analyze the contact between syllables. This contact may cause odd implications in addition to
those related specifically to a single syllable. Hooper (1976) claims that a syllable structure
condition for syllable boundaries is necessary, stating that “a syllable-initial C be stronger
than the immediately preceding syllable-final C”…“ if XVCr$CmV, and there is no pause
between Cr and Cm, then m>r” (p.220).
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2.3 – Theories of  L2 Acquisition
As it is my intention to analyze the production of initial /s/ clusters by Brazilian
Portuguese speakers who are learning English, it is obviously essential that some theories
concerning L2 acquisition be presented here.
2.3.1 – Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) has two versions. The first one, named
the strong form, had as a principal exponent Lado (1957; cited in Eckman 1977). Basically, he
claimed that when learning a second language, the differences between the two languages
would predict difficulties for the learner, whereas similar structures would be easy to acquire.
The second one, named the weak version, was less predictive and tried to explain the facts
after they had happened. In both versions, the idea is that nonnative substitutions are due to
transfer: “The exact nature of the substitutions did not matter, because they were
unquestionably due to transfer” (Major, 1994; p. 185). Later, the CAH started being put aside,
as transfer could not explain all the substitutions or certain phenomena in L2 acquisition and
many predicted errors did not occur.
2.3.2 – Markedness Differential Hypothesis
As the CAH, or language transfer only, could not explain all the difficulties in second
language acquisition, some other explanation should arise. Eckman (1977) proposes the
Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) as follows:
The areas of difficulty that a language learner will have can be predicted on the basis
of a systematic comparison of the grammars of the native language, the target language and
the markedness relations stated in universal grammar, such that,
(a) Those areas of the target language which differ from the native language and are more marked than
the native language will be difficult.
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(b) The relative degree of difficulty of the areas of the target language which are more marked than the
native language will correspond to the relative degree of markedness.
(c) Those areas of the target language which are different from the native language, but are not more
marked than the native language will not be difficult. (p. 61)
In order to understand the hypothesis, it is essential to understand Eckman’s (1977)
explanation of markedness: “A phenomenon A in some language is more marked than B if the
presence of A in a language implies the presence of B; but the presence of B does not imply
the presence of A” (p.60). Thus, speakers of a language (X) whose structure is more marked
than a corresponding structure in another language (Y) will have less difficulty in learning the
structure of language (Y), while speakers of language (Y) will have more difficulty in
learning the structure of language (X).
2.3.3 – Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis
In an attempt to explain second language acquisition (SLA), some researchers have
tried to use primary language acquisition as a parameter. It is helpful to know whether
secondary language holds some of the same principles as the primary language. Some
typological universals have been formulated to explain facts about SLA. To test if
interlanguage conforms to universal generalizations, Eckman (1991) has postulated the
Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis (Interlanguage SCH), which states that: “the
universal generalizations that hold for primary languages hold also for interlanguages” (p.
24). He justifies the hypothesis in the claim that (1) interlanguages are languages, and (2)
‘universal’ means that all human languages are influenced by the universal generalizations.
Compared to the MDH, Eckman claims that the Interlanguage SCH is stronger because it is
more easily falsified. The author also states that the Interlanguage SCH is more explanatory
than MDH.
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2.3.4 – Ontogeny Model
It is recognized by researchers that errors in the phonology of a second
language can be attributed to negative transfer or to developmental factors. The Ontogeny
Model proposed by Major (1986a) claims that the errors due to transfer processes decrease
while errors due to developmental processes increase and then decrease over time. In other
words, for the less proficient learners at beginning levels of learning a second language,
transfer errors will be more present than developmental errors. The tendency is that the former
decrease chronologically, but not necessarily implying the increase of correct performance
because the latter start becoming more apparent. More proficient learners will have a higher
percentage of developmental errors than transfer errors in their interlanguages. However, this
kind of error also decreases chronologically up to a certain point, where the level of correct
performance is higher.
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Chapter 3
Method
3.1 – Hypotheses
The aim of the present thesis was to investigate the production of English initial /s/
clusters by Brazilian EFL students, in a near replication of Rebello (1997a, 1997b). This
object of research was chosen because, according to some previous studies (Abrahamsson,
1997; Carlisle, 1991, 1994, 1998, 2002; Major, 1996; Rauber, 2002; Rebello, 1997a, 1997b),
some speakers of Portuguese and Spanish languages have particular difficulties in acquiring
the correct or native-like pronunciation of these clusters. Furthermore, there have been some
inconsistencies in the results of the different studies, and I hoped to contribute to the
resolution of these inconsistencies, in addition to investigating additional variables. Brazilian
Portuguese speakers and Spanish speakers who learn English may use, in their interlanguage
phonology, some strategies in order to produce what for them is a possible target
pronunciation. One of these strategies noticed by investigators is the insertion of an epenthetic
vowel before the English initial /s/ clusters, as this type of cluster is not permitted in either of
these two languages. I have tried to answer, then, some questions related to the variation in
frequency of use of this strategy in different phonological structures and environments.
The first question to be investigated was whether the length of the cluster, that is, the
difference between /sC/ and /sCC/, would be a factor influencing the frequency of production
of epenthesis by Brazilian learners of English. According to the CAH, the acquisition of the
two lengths of /s/ clusters would be difficult since they do not occur in the native language
(Portuguese). The MDH, however, leads to a more specific hypothesis: that the /sCC/ clusters
would yield a higher rate of epenthesis, as this is a more marked structure. I decided to
investigate this aspect again because the two previous studies carried out by Rebello (1997a,
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1997b) and by Rauber (2002) showed different outcomes, leaving the answer to this question
inconclusive.
The second question to be investigated was whether the sonority relationship within
the cluster would influence the frequency of epenthesis by the learners. Here it is imperative
to remember that the /sC/ cluster where C is a STOP violates the SSC proposed by Hooper
(1976), since the stops are stronger (less sonorous) than the /s/ (a FRICATIVE). The /sC/
cluster where the second element is a sonorant, on the other hand, does not violate the SSC,
since the liquid /l/ and the nasals /m, n/ are weaker (more sonorous) than the fricative /s/.
Therefore, the hypothesis was that the /s/ + stop would yield a higher rate of epenthesis than
the /s/ + sonorant because of this violation. Previous studies (Abramsson, 1997; Carlisle,
1991, 1994, 1998, 2002; Major, 1996; Rauber, 2002; Rebello, 1997a, 1997b) have given
strong evidence for this hypothesis only in the case of Spanish speakers.
The third question to be investigated was whether the Brazilian tendency to voice the
/s/ of /s/ + sonorant clusters would influence the frequency of epenthesis by the learners. The
inconsistencies of the previous studies (Rebello, 1997a, 1997b; Rauber, 2002), compelled me
to investigate this aspect. Voicing was found to be important in both studies, but doubts
remained as to which constraint, voicing assimilation or strength relations, would act more
powerfully in the production of epenthesis.
The fourth question to be investigated was which environment preceding the initial /s/
cluster, that is, consonant or vowel, would cause the Brazilian EFL learners to produce
epenthesis more frequently. Carlisle (1994) found that with Spanish speakers, a consonant in
the environment caused more epenthesis than a vowel. However, two other studies carried out
with Brazilian Portuguese speakers (Rauber, 2002; Rebello, 1997) arrived at a different and
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rather surprising outcome: the Brazilian learners produced a higher rate of epenthesis in /sC/
clusters preceded by vowels than in clusters preceded by consonants. Based on the latter
studies, the hypothesis for this research was that the Brazilian Portuguese learners would
show a tendency to produce epenthesis more frequently in clusters preceded by a vocalic
context.
3.2 – Participants
The data analyzed were collected among students from (a) two different university
undergraduate courses: four Administration students with a major in Foreign Trade and ten
International Relations students, all from UNIVALI – Universidade do Vale do Itajaí –
Campus VII, São José, Santa Catarina; and (b) two different language schools in
Florianópolis, Santa Catarina: three from CNA (Instituto Cultural Norte Americano), and
three from SLES (Special Language and Educational Service), both located in the center of
Florianópolis. The students from UNIVALI were chosen because they have English as part of
their curriculum and the classes involve the general study of the language, developing the four
main skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing). The participants were chosen from
among those students who were classified as lower-intermediate, intermediate and upper-
intermediate, based on an interview conducted with them by the researcher, who was also the
teacher of all but the CNA students. Beginners were not included in the study because they
would probably have difficulty in reading the material.
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Table 2 : Subjects
Participants Sex Age Learning
context
Pre-reading
and listening
level
1 F 21 Univali - RI NO UI
2 M 21 Univali - RI NO UI
3 M 21 Univali - RI NO LI
4 M 20 Univali - RI NO LI
5 M 21 Univali - RI NO UI
6 M 21 Univali - RI NO UI
7 M 26 Univali – CE NO LI
8 F 18 CNA NO UI
9 M 17 CNA NO UI
10 M 15 CNA NO UI
11 M 23 Univali – CE YES UI
12 M 21 Univali – RI YES UI
13 F 23 Univali – CE YES I
14 F 21 Univali - CE YES LI
15 F 23 Univali - RI YES LI
16 F 20 Univali - RI YES LI
17 F 20 Univali - RI YES LI
18 F 39 SLES YES I
19 F 24 SLES YES LI
20 F 30 SLES YES I
M = Male                F = female
RI = Relações Internacionais
CE = Administração com habilitação em Comércio Exterior
CNA = Instituto Cultural Norte Americano
SLES = Special Language and Educational Service
I = Intermediate
LI = Lower-intermediate
UI = Upper-intermediate
3.3 – Material
The material to be read consisted of a list of sixty-five topically unrelated sentences,
forty-four of them containing initial /s/ clusters borrowed from Rebello (1997), and twenty-
one of them serving as distractor sentences.  For each cluster /sp, st, sk, sm, sn, sl, spr, spl,
str, skr, skw/, there were four sentences, two containing a vowel in the preceding
environment, one a stop, and one a fricative.
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3.4 – Procedure
The participants were recorded reading the sentences in random order, as they were
printed on separate strips and were picked up out of a box by the participants. The participants
from UNIVALI were recorded in a quiet room or in the language lab, the CNA students were
recorded in a classroom in the school, and the SLES students were recorded in a room in the
company where they work and have English classes. All recordings were made using a
Panasonic cassette recorder model RQ-L10. Because of the reading difficulty noted among
several of the first ten participants, participants 11 through 20 were asked to practice by
reading each sentence after hearing a recording of that sentence spoken twice by a male native
speaker of American English. Only after the practice session were the sentences read and
recorded by this second group. The practice session had the desired effect of reducing the
number of pauses produced before the initial /s/ clusters.
3.5 – Transcriptions
Transcriptions of the target words and the preceding context word were made by the
researcher during a one-week period, and later independently by a second rater, also within
one week. After that, both listeners met to listen to the material again where there had been
discrepancies and decide whether or not epenthesis had actually been produced. From a total
of 880 sentences assumed to be recorded and analyzed, one was not read, thirty-nine were
eliminated for having been misread, and two were eliminated because of continued
disagreement between the transcribers.
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3.6 – Statistical Analysis
Since my objective was to look at frequencies of some predetermined variables as
explained in section 3.1, an appropriate statistical test was applied, the Chi-square (X2); with
this test it is possible to make claims with some degree of certainty.
The calculation of the X2 involves the following steps: First, we have to find the
expected frequency value for each observed value. It is done by multiplying the total of the
row by the total of the column and dividing the score by the general total. Then, we subtract
the expected frequency values from the observed values and the difference is squared. Next,
we divided the squared value by the expected values. Finally, we add the results of each
variable. If we get a small X2 number, it indicates that the variables may be independent, “on
the other hand, a large number in the X2   statistics shows that the differences between the
observed and expected frequencies must not be merely coincidental, that is, there must be an
association between the two variables [my translation]” (Barbetta, 2002; p. 250).
Eventually, we need to place the final result in a distribution table in order to judge
correctly the significance of the frequencies. But, to find the correct place in the table of
critical values for Chi-square (X2), we have to know the number of degrees of freedom. This
number is obtained by subtracting one from the number of lines and subtracting one from the
number of columns; the differences must then be multiplied by each other. We will have the
following formula: df = (no. of lines – 1) (no. of columns – 1).
For the present study, when a statistical analysis was applied, the degree of freedom
was always 1, since in all cases only two classes of two variables were compared (df = (2-1)
(2-1) = 1). The significance of the test represented by the p value is described as follows:
(X2 (1, N = 617) = 3.13, p > .05). To understand the statement, 1 represents the degree of
freedom, N is the total number of items, 3.13 is the result obtained with the Chi-square test,
and p indicates the significance of the frequencies after using the distribution table. Barbetta
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(2002) states that in social studies to consider a result significant, the p value should be less
than .05.
 As in the present study the tables were all of the type 2X2 and the frequencies were
not so large, I decided to apply the Yates Correction Factor (YCF) as recommended by
Barbetta (2002) for these situations.  The YCF consists of reducing .5 units from the
difference between the observed and expected frequencies before squaring it.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
This chapter reports and discusses the results obtained, which will be done according
to the hypotheses formulated in chapter 3. The results concerning the variables will be
reported and discussed in the following order: For each variable I will first analyze general
results including all the participants; then, an analysis regarding each of the two groups
according to their proficiency level will be done. This procedure will not be followed in
section 4.4, where I will analyze rates of voicing assimilation and epenthesis, for there the
comparison will be centered on /s/ + nasal and /s/ + liquid, without dividing the participants
into two groups. Just once in the beginning I will analyze the results divided by the procedure
described in the method chapter, one group that heard and read the sentences and another that
did not do the exercise. In the first section, I will analyze total rates of epenthesis by the
participants (section 4.1). Next, I will be concerned with the length of the cluster - hypothesis
1 (section 4.2). After that, the focus will be the sonority within the cluster - hypothesis 2
(section 4.3). Then, I will check voicing assimilation - hypothesis 3 (section 4.4). Finally, I
will look at phonological contexts - hypothesis 4 (sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
4.1 – Production of epenthesis by participant group and level
As stated in chapter 3, this research dealt with two different groups of participants, the
ones (participants 1 to 10) who did not hear or read previously any of the sentences used as
material for the study, and the ones (participants 11 to 20) who listened to and read the
sentences previous to the recording. Since both of these groups were heterogeneous in terms
of proficiency in English, the only aspect of the study noticeably influenced by this procedure
was that the number of pauses was much lower among those who did the exercise previous to
the recording. Although participants 11 to 20 had previously heard and read the sentences,
they actually produced a higher rate of epenthesis (66.12%) than participants 1 to 10, who
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produced a rate of (50.24%), as can be seen in Table 3a, resulting in a very significant Chi-
square (X2 (1, N = 837) = 21.04, p < .0001).
Since it is very unlikely that the listening and practice exercises before recording
would have caused poorer performance, the most likely explanation for this result is that most
of the participants 11 to 20 were of a lower proficiency level than participants 1 to 10. Thus, I
decided to group the participants for analysis only regarding their level of proficiency: lower-
intermediate and intermediate students (LI/I) in the first group and upper-intermediate
students (UI) in the second.
Table3a: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production (1-10 with no pre-reading
and/or listening exercises; 11-20 with pre-reading and listening exercises).
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
1 43 12 27.91
2 42 27 64.29
3 41 19 46.34
4 41 29 70.73
5 41 16 39.02
6 41 14 34.15
7 39 28 71.79
8 41 11 26.83
9 42 21 50.00
10 41 30 73.17
Subtotal 412 207 50.24
11 44 18 40.91
12 43 06 13.95
13 40 24 60.00
14 43 30 69.77
15 44 35 79.55
16 40 32 80.00
17 42 27 64.29
18 42 37 88.09
19 44 37 84.09
20 43 35 81.39
Subtotal 425 281 66.12
Total 837 488 58.30
Regarding the participants divided by proficiency level, independent of the previous
exercise as described above, the production of epenthesis was much higher for the group
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consisting of lower-intermediate and intermediate participants (72.55%) than for the group
consisting of upper-intermediate participants (41.01%), which resulted in a very significant
chi-square (X2 (1, N = 837) = 83.55, p < .0001), as can been seen in Table 3b.  This result
supports Major’s (1986a) Ontogeny Model, in which he claims that errors due to transfer
decrease chronologically.
Table3b: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production (subtotal 1 = intermediate
and lower-intermediate levels and subtotal 2 = upper-intermediate level).
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 41 19 46.34
4 41 29 70.73
7 39 28 71.79
13 40 24 60.00
14 43 30 69.77
15 44 35 79.55
16 40 32 80.00
17 42 27 64.29
18 42 37 88.09
19 44 37 84.09
20 43 35 81.39
Subtotal 1 459 333 72.55
1 43 12 27.91
2 42 27 64.29
5 41 16 39.02
6 41 14 34.15
8 41 11 26.83
9 42 21 50.00
10 41 30 73.17
11 44 18 40.91
12 43 06 13.95
Subtotal 2 378 155 41.01
Total 837 488 58.30
Results in relation to the participants’ total production of epenthesis for all
/C/ and /CC/ clusters varied from 13.95% (participant 12) to 88.09% (participant 18). The
average production of epenthesis for all the participants was 58.30%. This result is compatible
with Rebello’s (1997a, 1997b) results, which were 56% at level 3, 54% at level 6, and 47% at
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level TOEFL. However, Rauber’s (2002) total result for all the Brazilian participants was only
33.02%, a considerably lower percentage compared to the other studies. This may be
explained by the level of the subjects invited to participate in the research. The subjects
invited to participate in the present study and in Rebello’s were probably less fluent in the
target language than those of Rauber’s study. In Rauber’s study the participants were not only
EFL learners, but also undergraduate students of a “Letras” course and may have had
Phonetics and Phonology as subjects in their course.
4.2 – Analysis of bi-literal clusters (/sp/, /st/, /sk/) in violation of the SSC versus tri-
literal clusters (/spC/, /stC/, /skC/)
Prior to the presentation and discussion of the results of this section, two
important considerations must be given. First, the analysis here was not done taking the
results of all bi-literal and tri-literal clusters because all English tri-literal clusters, but not all
bi-literals, violate the SSC. Although Rebello (1997a, 1997b) and Rauber (2002) included as
part of the analysis a comparison of the results regarding just the length (collapsing, within
the bi-literal category, clusters violating and not violating the SSC), I will not do so as I do
not see any basis that would support an analysis comparing tri-literal clusters (all in violation)
and bi-literal clusters not in violation of the SSC. The results would be affected by
confounding variables, as the second hypothesis predicts that clusters in violation of SSC will
cause a higher frequency of epenthesis than the clusters not in violation. Second, I will not
analyze the clusters grouped by the second components, for the number of productions of
each cluster is too small to be statistically valid. In addition, the two previous studies showed
extremely small differences in rate of epenthesis among the three second components.
As an overview of the results, the participants produced an average rate of
50.00% of epenthesis in bi-literal clusters in violation and 57.66% of epenthesis in tri-literal
clusters. Although these results show a difference of 7.66%, this difference did not prove to
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be statistically significant using the chi-square test (X2 (1, N = 617) = 3.13, p > .05). Even
separate calculations by proficiency level failed to yield significant results, although longer
clusters yielded higher rates of epenthesis in both groups.
Table 4: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production of clusters /sp/, /st/, and /sk/
versus /spC/, /stC/, and /skC/ (subtotal 1 = intermediate and lower-intermediate levels
and subtotal 2 = upper-intermediate level).
/sp/, /st/, /sk/ /spC/, /stC/, /skC/
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 12 03 25.00 20 11 55.00
4 12 07 58.33 19 15 78.95
7 10 06 60.00 18 12 66.67
13 11 07 63.64 18 11 61.11
14 11 06 54.55 20 15 75.00
15 12 08 66.67 20 15 75.00
16 12 07 58.33 18 15 83.33
17 11 07 63.64 20 09 45.00
18 12 08 66.67 19 18 94.74
19 12 09 75.00 20 16 80.00
20 12 11 91.67 20 15 75.00
Subtotal 1 127 79 62.20 212 152 71.70
1 12 03 25.00 19 04 21.05
2 12 09 75.00 19 11 57.89
5 10 02 20.00 19 08 42.11
6 12 05 41.67 18 07 38.89
8 12 02 16.67 18 05 27.78
9 12 04 33.33 20 11 55.00
10 11 06 54.55 20 14 70.00
11 12 06 50.00 20 08 40.00
12 12 00 00.00 20 02 10.00
Subtotal 2 105 37 35.24 173 70 40.46
Total 232 116 50.00 385 222 57.66
 As Table 4 shows, subgroup 1 produced 62.20% of epenthesis for bi-literal clusters in
violation and 71.70% of epenthesis for tri-literal clusters, a non-significant chi-square (X2 (1,
N = 339) = 2.87, p > .05). Subgroup 2 produced 35.24% of epenthesis for bi-literal clusters in
violation and 40.46% of epenthesis for tri-literal clusters, a non-significant chi-square of (X2
(1, N = 278) = .55, p > .05). Furthermore, some participants produced more epenthesis in bi-
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literal clusters: participant 1 (25% in bi-literal and 21.05% in tri-literal), participant 2 (75% in
bi-literal and 57.89% in tri-literal), participant 6 (41.67% in bi-literal and 38.89% in tri-
literal), participant 11 (50% in bi-literal and 40% in tri-literal), participant 13 (63.64% in bi-
literal and 61.11% in tri-literal), participant 17 (63.64% in bi-literal and 45% in tri-literal),
and participant 20 (91.67% in bi-literal and 75% in tri-literal). Actually, the difference in
percentage for participants 1, 6, and 13 is very small and may be the result of the lower
number of sentences produced. Again Major’s OM is significantly supported by the results.
On the other hand, the MDH is not supported by the results: the longer clusters did not yield a
significantly greater rate of epenthesis than the shorter ones.
The results corroborate Rebello’s (1997a, 1997b) findings. Calculating the totals of
Rebello’s (1997a: p.66) results comparing the groups of /sC/ clusters (in violation) and /sCC/
clusters, we find rates of epenthesis production of 54.43% and 54.90% respectively, which
will certainly result in a non-significant chi-square. However, Rauber’s (2002) results diverge,
as she found a very significant chi-square regarding the difference between /sC/ custers in
violation and /sCC/ clusters, with a higher rate of epenthesis for the latter. Analyzing the three
studies, the hypothesis regarding the production or acquisition of initial /s/ clusters remains
without conclusive support or rejection, as the results do not follow converging directions and
no prediction was consistently supported. Possibly the length of cluster makes a greater
difference for students at a more advanced level, who produce a lower frequency of
epenthesis.
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4.3 – Analysis of bi-literal clusters in violation of the SSC (/s/ + stop) versus bi-literal
clusters not in violation (/s/ + sonorant)
Just as it was not methodologically sound to analyze bi-literal clusters not in violation
versus tri-literal clusters regarding length (since all of these are in violation), it is essential to
analyze bi-literal clusters not in violation of the SSC (/sm/, /sn/, and /sk/) in comparison only
with bi-literal clusters (not tri-literal) in violation (/sp/, /st/, and /sk/) to investigate whether
the sonority within the clusters influences the rate of epenthesis.
As shown in Table 5, the total rate of epenthesis was higher for /s/ + sonorant clusters
(68.18%) than for /s/ + stop clusters (50%). The difference was 18.18%, which yielded a very
significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 452) = 14.67, p < .0005). The results corroborate neither the
SSC nor Rauber (2002), who reported the production of 30.89% of epenthesis for bi-literal
clusters in violation versus 27.57% of epenthesis for bi-literal clusters not in violation. This
difference of 3.32% was not found to be significant, and the author pointed out that four
participants out of ten produced more epenthesis for bi-literal clusters not in violation than for
bi-literals in violation and suggested that the effects of markedness by sonority may have been
neutralized by the effects of markedness regarding voicing.
On the other hand, the results corroborate Rebello (1997a, 1997b), who reported a rate
of epenthesis of 63% for bi-literal clusters not in violation and 54% for bi-literal clusters in
violation, a difference of 9%, but with no statistical tests to prove significance.
In the present study, participants 2, 6, 11, 13, and 20 are the only ones who behaved
contrary to the general tendency. The rate of insertion of an epenthetic vowel for these
participants was higher before bi-literal clusters in violation than before bi-literal clusters not
in violation.  Coincidently, all of them had behaved contrary to the general tendency
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regarding cluster length as well, producing more epenthesis before bi-literal clusters in
violation than before tri-literal clusters.
A possible explanation for the results obtained in this study is that the frequency of
voicing assimilation was very high in /s/ + sonorant clusters, which may have influenced the
rate of epenthesis.
Table 5: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production of /s/ + stop clusters /sp/,
/st/, and /sk/ versus /s/ + sonorant clusters /sm/, /sn/, and /sl/ (subtotal 1 = intermediate
and lower-intermediate levels and subtotal 2 = upper-intermediate level).
/sp/, /st/, /sk/ /sN/, /sl/
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 12 03 25.00 09 05   55.56
4 12 07 58.33 10 07   70.00
7 10 06 60.00 11 10   90.91
13 11 07 63.64 11 06   54.55
14 11 06 54.55 12 09   75.00
15 12 08 66.67 12 12 100.00
16 12 07 58.33 10 10 100.00
17 11 07 63.64 11 11 100.00
18 12 08 66.67 11 11 100.00
19 12 09 75.00 12 12 100.00
20 12 11 91.67 11 09   81.82
Subtotal 1 127 79 62.20 120 102 85.00
1 12 03 25.00 12 05   41.67
2 12 09 75.00 11 07   63.64
5 10 02 20.00 12 06   50.00
6 12 05 41.67 11 02   18.18
8 12 02 16.67 11 04   36.36
9 12 04 33.33 10 06   60.00
10 11 06 54.55 10 10 100.00
11 12 06 50.00 12 04   33.33
12 12 00 00.00 11 04   36.36
Subtotal 2 105 37 35.24 100 48 48.00
Total 232 116 50.00 220 150   68.18
If we compare the two groups regarding the level of proficiency, we can notice that in
percentages both produced a higher rate of epenthesis in /s/ + sonorant clusters than in /s/ +
stop clusters, but only one group’s results were significant, group 1, the least proficient
students (LI/I). This group obtained a rate of 62.20% of epenthesis in /s/ + stops clusters and
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85.00% in /s/ + sonorant clusters, which resulted in a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N =
247) = 15.23, p < .0001). Although group 2, the most proficient (UI), obtained a rate of
35.24% in /s/ + stop clusters and 48.00% in /s/ + sonorant clusters, it resulted in a non-
significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 205) = 2.93, p > .05). It should be pointed out that three of
the five participants who did not follow the general tendency were from the more proficient
group and one of them had the lowest rate of epenthesis of the less proficient group.
Anyway, voicing assimilation seems to be a more powerful constraint for Brazilian
Portuguese speakers than the SSC. In studies that dealt with Spanish speakers (Carlisle, 1994;
Rauber, 2002), a significantly higher rate of epenthesis was found in /s/ + stop clusters than in
/s/ + sonorant clusters. Since in Spanish the voiced fricative /z/ does not occur, voicing
assimilation does not exist as a constraint in Spanish-English interlanguage, thus allowing the
SSC to act more powerfully. This explanation can enlighten the difference between the more
and less proficient groups of Portuguese speakers. It seems that as a Portuguese speaker
becomes more proficient in English, the occurrence of voicing assimilation may decrease,
which may cause the rate of epenthesis to decrease in /s/ + sonorant clusters. Again Major’s
OM is supported by the results, as the errors provided by negative transfer decrease
chronologically while the learner’s proficiency continues to develop.
4.4 – Comparison of /s/-nasals versus /s/-liquid and voicing assimilation
Contradicting the SSC, the /s/ + sonorant clusters produced a higher rate of epenthesis,
in this study, than /s/ + stop clusters, as discussed in the previous section. Thus, a comparison
between /s/-nasals (/sm/ and /sn/) and /s/-liquid (/sl/) was made in order to investigate
whether markedness regarding sonority would make the right prediction in this case and to
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verify the influence of voicing assimilation on the epenthesis rate of /s/ + sonorant clusters. In
chapter 2, the third hypothesis was that the tendency of Brazilian Portuguese speakers to voice
the /s/ in /s/ + sonorant clusters might cause the frequency of epenthesis to increase. The
explanation for this expectation is that the resulting voiced obstruent + sonorant sequence is
more marked than a voiceless obstruent + sonorant.
Table 6: Rates of voicing assimilation and epenthesis.
  # prod. # epen. % epen.
/s/ - nasal [+vd] 107 (71.81%) 95 88.79
/s/ - nasal [-vd] 42 (28.19%) 16 38.10
/s/ - nasal total 149 111 74.50
/s/ - liquid [+vd] 48 (67.61%) 34 70.83
/s/ - liquid [-vd] 23 (32.39%) 04 17.39
/s/ - liquid total 71 38 53.52
In Table 6, it is noticeable that the frequency of epenthesis was much higher for /s/-
nasals (74.50%) than for /s/-liquid (53.52%), which resulted in a very significant chi-square
(X2 (1, N = 220) = 8.74, p < .005). If Hooper’s (1976) SSC failed in predicting a higher rate of
epenthesis for /s/ + stops than for /s/ + sonorants, its prediction was correct concerning the
comparison of /s/-nasals versus /s/-liquid, since nasals are stronger than liquids in the
universal strength hierarchy. Studies carried out by Carlisle (1992) and Rebello (1997a,
1997b), with Spanish and Portuguese speakers respectively, also report that obstruent + nasal
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onsets resulted in more epenthesis than obstruent + liquid. However, Rauber’s findings
showed a very insignificant difference between /sN/ (36.80%) and /sl/ (36.59%) clusters by
Portuguese speakers.
Observing Table 6, we can see that the percentage of voicing of /s/ was very high in
both types of clusters, 71.81% in /s/-nasal and 67.61% in /s/-liquid, in both cases possibly
due to assimilation. This explanation is supported by the extremely significant difference
between the rates of epenthesis where the sibilant was voiced (88.79%) and where the sibilant
was not voiced (38.10%) for /s/-nasal clusters, resulting in a significant chi-square (X2 (1, N =
149) = 38.17, p < .0001), and the extremely significant difference between the rates of
epenthesis where the sibilant was voiced (70.83%) for /s/-liquid and where the sibilant was
not voiced (17.39%) for /s/-liquid clusters, also resulting in a very significant chi-square (X2
(1, N = 71) = 15.77, p < .0001).  Thus, the results strongly support the hypothesis that voicing
assimilation is responsible for the higher rate of epenthesis production before /s/ + sonorant
clusters and corroborate both Rebello and Rauber in this regard.
4.5 - The production of epenthesis in different phonological environments
Phonological environment proved to be an important constraint influencing the
production of epenthesis as reported in studies by Carlisle (1991, 1992, 1994), Rebello (1997)
and Rauber (2002). Carlisle’s studies reported that Spanish EFL speakers produced epenthesis
more frequently in /sC/ clusters preceded by word-final consonants than in those preceded by
word-final vowels. Carlisle (1994) schematized, then, a hierarchy of difficulty for two
member onsets, from easiest to most difficult:
Vocalic environment with /sl/.
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Vocalic environment with /sm/ and /sn/.
Vocalic environment with /st/, /sp/, and /sk/.
Consonantal environment with /sl/.
Consonantal environment with /sm/ and /sn/.
Consonantal environment with /st/, /sp/, and /sk/.
“Because environment is a more powerful constraint than is the markedness
relationships among the onsets, all onsets are more easily acquired first before the vocalic
environment” (Carlisle, 1994; p. 245).
A similar result was found by Rauber (2002), who found that Spanish EFL speakers
produced a higher frequency of epenthesis in /sC/ clusters preceded by a word-final
consonant (39.64%) than in those preceded by a word-final vowel (22.65%), and her study
included the null environment, where the cluster appeared at the beginning of a sentence,
which yielded the lowest rate of epenthesis (16.88%). However, the Brazilian Portuguese EFL
speakers in Rauber’s study followed the opposite pattern regarding consonants and vowels,
producing more epenthesis after word-final vowels (40.70%) than after word-final consonants
(32.12%), although the lowest rate of production was in the null environment, as with the
Spanish speakers (21.80%). Rauber’s  (2002) results with Brazilian Portuguese speakers
corroborate Rebello’s (1997a, 1997b) results regarding the comparison of vowels and
consonants in the environment: Rebello obtained a rate of 57% after vowels and 49% after
consonants. In Rebello’s study, however, the null environment resulted in the highest rate of
epenthesis (72%).
The present study did not include sentences beginning with an /s/ cluster (null
environment), but corroborates Rebello’s (1997a, 1997b) and Rauber’s (2002) results
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concerning the comparison between vowel versus consonant environments. Since most of the
participants were not very fluent in the TL and did not know some of the vocabulary used in
the sentences, the occurrence of pauses was counted as neither a vowel nor a consonant
environment, but was excluded from the analysis because a segment before a pause is not
likely to influence the pronunciation of the target sequence. Table 7 shows the results
obtained with the verification of epenthesis production in the two different environments:
vowels and consonants. The participants showed a tendency to produce epenthesis more
frequently after a vocalic context (68.29%) than after a consonant context (43.55%), which
resulted in a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 718) = 43.61, p < .0001).
Table 7: Rates of epenthesis production in different environments: vowels versus
consonants (subtotal 1 = intermediate and lower-intermediate levels and subtotal 2 =
upper-intermediate level).
Vowels Consonants
Participants # prod. # epen. % epen. # prod. # epen. % epen.
3 17 09 52.94 15 05 33.33
4 20 18 90.00 21 11 52.38
7 10 09 90.00 06 01 16.67
13 19 11 57.89 13 05 38.46
14 20 18 90.00 20 09 45.00
15 21 19 90.48 21 15 71.43
16 18 16 88.89 18 13 72.22
17 19 15 78.95 17 09 52.94
18 19 16 84.21 18 16 88.89
19 22 20 90.91 22 17 77.27
20 18 17 94.44 22 16 72.73
Subtotal 1 203 168 82.76 193 117 60.62
1 21 05 23.81 17 03 17.65
2 18 14 77.78 16 07 43.75
5 18 08 44.44 19 07 36.84
6 19 09 47.37 22 05 22.73
8 19 06 31.58 16 03 18.75
9 18 15 83.33 16 03 18.75
10 13 08 61.54 09 05 55.56
11 19 15 78.95 19 00 00.00
12 21 04 19.05 22 02 09.09
Subtotal 2 166 84 50.60 156 35 22.44
Total 369 252 68.29 349 152 43.55
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Dividing the participants into two groups, the results obtained in the first subtotal, the
least proficient participants, follow the general results, the frequency of epenthesis being
much higher after in the context of vowels (82.76%) than after in the context of consonants
(60.62%), resulting in a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 396) = 22.95, p < .0001). In
the second group, the most proficient participants, the results also show a higher frequency of
epenthesis after vocalic environments (50.60%), than after consonant environments (22.44%),
also obtaining a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 322) = 26.19, p < .0001). In a
comparison between the production of epenthesis in /sC/ clusters preceded by vowels and
preceded by consonants, all the participants show more frequency of epenthesis in onsets
preceded by vowels, confirming, thus the fourth hypothesis. Since vowels are voiced, perhaps
this result is also influenced by the voicing assimilation, as the results show that voiced
obstruents yield a higher rate of epenthesis than voiceless obstruents in the following section.
4.6 - Epenthesis production in the context of voiced versus voiceless obstruents
Examining the frequency of epenthesis in initial /s/ clusters in the environment of
voiced and voiceless obstruents, the rates were twice as high in the voiced context (59.65%)
than in the voiceless context (28.25%), as can be seen in Table 8, resulting in a very
significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 348) = 33.59, p < .0001). Voicing again proves to be a very
strong variable constraint inducing the insertion of an epenthetic vowel.
The first group (LI/I) followed the general tendency: the rate of epenthesis was
79.12% in the context of voiced obstruents and 44.12% in the context of voiceless obstruents,
a difference of 35%, resulting in a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 193) = 23.24, p <
.0001). The second group also produced a greater rate of epenthesis in the environment of
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voiced obstruents (37.50%) than in the environment of voiceless obstruents (6.67%), a
difference of 30.83%, which obtained a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 155) = 19.32,
p < .0001). Not a single participant behaved counter to this tendency. Thus, the hypothesis
that voiced obstruents in the environment would result in a greater rate of epenthesis than
voiceless obstruents can be considered confirmed.
Table 8: Rates of epenthesis production in the context of voiced versus voiceless
obstruents (subtotal 1 = intermediate and lower-intermediate levels and subtotal 2 =
upper-intermediate level).
[+vd] obstruents [-vd] obstruents
Participant # production # epenthesis % epenthesis # production # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 06 03 50.00 09 02 12.50
4 10 08 80.00 11 03 27.27
7 03 01 33.33 03 00 00.00
13 07 04 57.14 06 01 16.66
14 09 06 66.67 11 03 27.27
15 09 09 100.00 12 06 54.54
16 07 06 85.71 11 07 63.63
17 09 07 77.78 09 03 33.33
18 10 10 100.00 08 06 75.00
19 11 10 90.91 11 07 63.63
20 10 08 80.00 11 07 54.54
Subtotal 1 91 72 79.12 102 45 44.12
1 09 02 22.22 07 01 14.28
2 08 07 87.50 08 00 00.00
5 09 05 55.56 10 02 20.00
6 13 04 30.77 09 01 12.50
8 08 03 37.50 08 00 00.00
9 08 03 37.50 08 00 00.00
10 05 04 80.00 04 01 25.00
11 09 00 00.00 10 00 00.00
12 11 02 18.18 11 00 00.00
Subtotal 2 80 30 37.50 75 05 6.67
Total 171 102 59.65 177 50 28.25
4.7 - Epenthesis production in the context of fricatives versus stops
As reported in Chapter 3, the corpus consisted of unrelated utterances containing
initial /s/ clusters preceded by three different environments: for each cluster two sentences
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with vowels, one sentence with a fricative, and one sentence with a stop. So far, it has been
found that vowels in the preceding environment induced a higher rate of epenthesis than
consonants, and voiced obstruents a higher rate than voiceless obstruents. Among the
obstruents, it is still essential to analyze the frequency of epenthesis in initial /s/ clusters in the
two different consonant contexts: fricatives and stops.
Table 9 shows the following results: fricatives caused more frequent epenthesis
(53.21%) than stops (35.60%), a difference of 17.61%, which resulted in a very significant
chi-square (X2 (1, N = 347) = 10.12, p < .005). This result, added to the result that voiced
obstruents in the environment induced more frequent epenthesis than voiceless obstruents,
leads to the suggestion that the strength of the environment consonant seems to be acting as
an important constraint: the stronger (the less sonorant) the consonant in the preceding context
of the initial /s/ clusters, the smaller the influence in the production of epenthesis. It is
worthwhile to mention Baptista and Silva (1997)’s results concerning epenthesis after final
consonants: more after voiced than voiceless obstruents and more after labiodental fricatives
than after stops (interdentals were not included in that study because of articulatory difficulty
and sibilants should not be considered in this comparison because they are permitted in final
position in Portuguese).
Among all the participants, only four (participants 4, 7, 8, and 12) produced more
epenthesis in the environment of a stop consonant. Group 1, the least proficient participants,
produced 73.03% of epenthesis in the environment of fricatives and 49.51% in the
environment of stops, a difference of 23.52%, which resulted in a very significant chi-square
(X2 (1, N = 192) = 10.08, p < .005). Group 2, the most proficient participants, also produced
more epenthesis in the environment of fricatives (26.87%) than in the environment of stops
(19.32%); however, the difference of 7.55% did not result in a significant chi-square (X2 (1, N
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= 155) = .845, p > .05), showing the lesser importance of this variable for more proficient
learners.
Table 9: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production in the context of fricatives
versus stops (subtotal 1 = intermediate and lower-intermediate levels and subtotal 2 =
upper-intermediate level).
Fricatives Stops
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 05 02 40.00 10 03 30.00
4 10 05 50.00 11 06 54.54
7 02 00 00.00 04 01 25.00
13 05 04 80.00 08 01 12.50
14 10 05 50.00 10 04 40.00
15 10 08 80.00 11 07 63.63
16 09 07 77.78 09 06 66.66
17 07 06 85.71 10 03 30.00
18 09 09 100.00 09 07 77.77
19 11 11 100.00 11 06 54.54
20 11 08 72.73 10 07 70.00
Subtotal 1 89 65 73.03 103 51 49.51
1 06 03 50.00 10 00 00.00
2 07 04 57.14 09 03 33.33
5 08 03 37.50 11 04 36.36
6 11 03 27.27 11 02 18.18
8 06 00 00.00 10 03 30.00
9 06 02 33.33 10 01 10.00
10 04 03 75.00 05 02 40.00
11 08 00 00.00 11 00 00.00
12 11 00 00.00 11 02 18.18
Subtotal 2 67 18 26.87 88 17 19.32
Total 156 83 53.21 191 68 35.60
4.8 - Epenthesis production in the context of [+ sibilant] fricatives versus [- sibilant]
fricatives
Another important factor judged to influence the production of epenthesis was the
feature [+ sibilant] in fricatives. The results in Table 10 show a higher frequency of epenthesis
in initial /s/ clusters in the context of [+ sibilant] fricatives (63.64%) than in the context of [-
sibilant] fricatives (39.13%), resulting in a very significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 157) = 8.36,
p < .005).
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Nevertheless, once again the two groups obtained different significance scores,
although the rate of epenthesis was higher in the context of fricatives [+ sibilant] for both
groups. Group 1 produced an epenthesis rate of 78.43% in the environment of [+ sibilant]
fricatives and 65.79% in the environment of [- sibilant] fricatives, a difference that resulted in
a non-significant chi-square (X2 (1, N = 89) = 1.18, p > .05); whereas group 2 produced a
frequency of 43.24% in the environment of [+ sibilant] fricatives and a much lower rate of
6.45% in the environment of [- sibilant] fricatives, which resulted in a very significant chi-
square (X2 (1, N = 68) = 9.92, p < .005).
Table 10: Individual and total rates of epenthesis production in the context of [+sib]
fricatives versus [-sib] fricatives (subtotal 1 = intermediate and lower-intermediate levels
and subtotal 2 = upper-intermediate level).
[+sib] [-sib]
Participant # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis # productions # epenthesis % epenthesis
3 03 01 33.33 02 01   50.00
4 06 03 50.00 04 02   50.00
7 01 00 00.00 01 00   00.00
13 03 03 100.00 02 01   50.00
14 05 04 80.00 05 01   20.00
15 06 05 83.33 04 03   75.00
16 05 03 60.00 04 04 100.00
17 04 04 100.00 03 02   66.66
18 06 06 100.00 03 03 100.00
19 06 06 100.00 05 05 100.00
20 06 05 83.33 05 03   60.00
Subtotal 1 51 40 78.43 38 25 65.79
1 04 03 75.00 03 00   00.00
2 04 04 100.00 03 00   00.00
5 04 02 50.00 04 01   25.00
6 06 03 50.00 05 00   00.00
8 02 00 00.00 04 00   00.00
9 04 02 50.00 02 00   00.00
10 03 02 66.66 01 01 100.00
11 04 00 00.00 04 00   00.00
12 06 00 00.00 05 00   00.00
Subtotal 2 37 16 43.24 31 02 6.45
Total 88 56 63.64 69 27   39.13
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The explanation for such results may be that while at a less proficient level, the
context of all fricatives seems to impose a certain degree of difficulty regardless of the feature
[+sibilant]; as the learner improves in the TL, the constraint acting seems to be the difficulty
in pronouncing two sibilants together as one (or the lack of knowledge that this is permitted).
The learner seems to feel compelled to pronounce the two sibilants separately and in their
entirety, which is only possible with the insertion of a vowel.
4.9 - Summary of Results
To sum up and taking into account the hypotheses formulated in chapter 3, it may be
said that: (1) the length of the cluster influenced the production of epenthesis: the participants
tended to produce more epenthesis in longer clusters, that is, initial /sCC/, than in shorter
clusters, that is, initial /sC/, but the results were not significant enough to claim that this
constraint was responsible; (2) the sonority relationship within the cluster influenced the
production of epenthesis; however, contrary to the expectation, initial /s/ clusters (/s/ + stop)
that violate the SSC proposed by Hooper (1976) yielded a lower rate of epenthesis than those
clusters (/s/ + nasal or liquid) that do not violate the SSC; (3) the tendency of Brazilian
learners to voice the /s/ of /s/ + sonorant clusters influenced the frequency of epenthesis; and
(4) Brazilian learners produced more epenthesis after a vocalic environment than after a
consonant. Also regarding the preceding consonant context, (5) voiced obstruents yielded a
higher frequency of epenthesis than the voiceless ones; (6) a fricative environment yielded
more epenthesis than a stop context; and (7) a preceding environment with [+sibilant]
fricatives produced more epenthesis than a context with [-sibilant] fricatives.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 – Theoretical implications
Few have been the studies in phonology compared to other areas of second language
acquisition, especially related to Brazilian Portuguese speakers learning English. The decision
to partially replicate Rebello’s (1997a, 1997b) study, and consequently Rauber’s (2002), was
valid since the findings in this research are particularly important, as they corroborate, in
some aspects, the two other previous studies about the same subject and enlighten some
unresolved questions as well.
The conclusion regarding the first hypothesis, which dealt with the investigation of the
length of the cluster, remains unresolved, as it is not possible to state that tri-literal clusters
certainly yield a greater production of epenthesis. The statistical analysis gives no support to
the MDH, as the results were not significant. What can be inferred, though, is that the higher
the proficiency level of the participant, the lower the production of epenthesis, thus supporting
Major’s OM.
Regarding the second hypothesis, the general results show that /s/ + sonorant clusters
caused a higher rate of epenthesis than the /s/ + stop, which goes against the hypothesis, since
the prediction was that /s/ + stop clusters would be more difficult because they violate the
SSC. A possible explanation for this fact is that the voicing assimilation of the initial /s/
neutralized the SSC and was a more powerful constraint. This can be confirmed as we look at
the results of the most proficient group, whose voicing assimilation percentage was lower,
consequently resulting in a non-significant difference in the production of epenthesis in the
two kinds of clusters.
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The conclusion regarding the third hypothesis helps to enlighten the results concerning
the second one. Voicing assimilation proved to be a more powerful constraint influencing the
production of epenthesis. A very expressive frequency of epenthesis was produced when
voicing assimilation occurred, independent of the level of proficiency.
The conclusion regarding the fourth hypothesis is important to show differences
between Spanish and Portuguese speakers learning English, regarding the environment that
most influences the production of epenthesis. The three studies of initial // cluster
production by Brazilian Portuguese speakers, Rebello (1997a, 1997b), Rauber (2002) and this
one, found that a preceding vocalic environment caused a higher rate of epenthesis than a
consonant environment. This result is of particular importance, since the studies with Spanish
speakers (Carlisle, 1994; Rauber, 2002) show the contrary: greater frequency of epenthesis
after consonants. Concerning obstruents as a preceding environment, the voiced ones were
responsible for a much more frequent occurrence of epenthesis, showing strong evidence that
voicing in the preceding context really influences the insertion of an epenthetic vowel by
Brazilian Portuguese speakers. Since vowels are all voiced, this may also explain the greater
frequency of epenthesis after vowels by the Brazilian Portuguese speakers. Regarding
fricatives versus stops as preceding environment, fricatives were found to cause epenthesis
more frequently than stops. These results lead us to the conclusion that the stronger the
consonant in the preceding environment, the smaller the production of epenthesis.
In sum, the findings do not give strong support to the MDH; however, they strongly
support Major’s OM, which suggests that markedness cannot be seen as necessarily the most
powerful constraint responsible. Rather, it seems that, at least in the production of epenthesis
by Brazilian Portuguese learners, transfer of native language processes can take priority in the
early stages of learning.
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5.2 – Pedagogical implications
EFL teachers have often neglected the systematic teaching of pronunciation or
phonology. Some of the reasons for that are the following:
(a) Time constraints: Depending on the place where the language is being taught,
quantity often prevails over quality, and the teacher is obliged to complete a very
demanding curriculum.
(b) Teacher competence: The teacher is not skilled or well enough informed to
competently inform his/her students about the sound patterns they have difficulty
with or even to propose exercises for them.
(c) Lack of concern: Many teachers do not worry about whether their students’ lack of
phonological competence is causing any problems in communication.
(d) Lack of proper material for dealing with the subject: It is difficult to find material
that informs the way the teaching of pronunciation or phonology should be dealt
with in specific L1 environments.
Regarding (d) above, this kind of research is valuable in providing information of how
the acquisition and production of specific sounds occur, thus supplying the teachers with
reliable and useful information. Concerning specifically the learning and teaching of initial /s/
clusters, some recommendations can be made: (1) EFL teachers and pedagogical materials
writers should be aware of how important the notion of voicing is and prepare classes and
material which can adequately induce the learners to perceive and produce voiced and
voiceless sounds as correctly as possible; (2) in initial /s/ + sonorant clusters the unvoiced
pattern of the /s/ should be emphasized; (3) the environment preceding the initial /s/ clusters
should be provided following a hierarchy, from the easiest to the most difficult: for Brazilians,
first voiceless obstruents, then, voiced obstruents, and at last vowels; (4) when the preceding
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environment is a sibilant, the learners should be informed that the two sibilants should be
pronounced together, otherwise the insertion of an epenthetic vowel will be inevitable.
 I did not recommend less marked clusters to be taught before more marked clusters
because, as this study shows, more marked clusters do not consistently prove to be more
difficult to produce.
5.3 – Limitations of the research
One limitation of this research has to do with control of the groups. Each group should
have the same number of participants at each proficiency level, so that the listening and
reading exercise could be analyzed as constituting an influencing factor or not.
Another kind of limitation is related to the style of data collection. Another kind of
data gathering method could be provided besides sentence reading. It is possible that topic
related conversations could provide a more natural context to investigate production of
epenthesis, but this should be done with more proficient students, and more than one meeting
might be necessary.
5.4 – Future research
The influence of the reading and listening exercise would have been more effective if
it had been applied to groups of the same level or if the number of participants of different
levels had been the same in the two groups. Thus, my suggestion for future research is that an
exercise similar to the one reported be done using two groups consisting of participants of the
same level or that the number of participants at each level be the same in the two groups.
As three cross-sectional studies have been done focusing on the same subject, a
longitudinal study would be reasonable to validate these studies. There might be a control
group having classes with conventional material and a test group with material that could
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make explicit the phonological rules and provide practice. This would help verify whether the
explicit teaching of phonological rules and awareness of differences and problems can modify
behavior and improve learners’ performance
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Appendices
Appendix A – Corpus
1 - /sp/ clusters
1- /eI/  They spoilt everything.
2- /oU/  No spitting on the floor.
3- /p/  That map specially attracted me.
4- /f/  People’s life span in Brazil is getting longer.
2 - /st/ clusters
1- /u/  Those guys are too stubborn.
2- /aI/  My staff is better trained.
3- /t/ Don’t get stuck there.
4- /s/  Hamley’s is a famous store in London.
3 - /sk/ clusters
1- /aI/  That guy skin-dives every weekend.
2- /oU/  You should go skiing.
3- /k/  The book skips over adult life.
4- /z/  She is skeptical about it.
4 - /sm/ clusters
1- /i/  They always see smugglers crossing the border.
2- /oI/  She gave a coy smile.
3- /d/  His dad smacked him on the bottom.
4- /Z/  She wore a beautiful beige smock.
5 - /sn/ clusters
1- /eI/  They snatched the paper from the man’s hand.
2- /oI/  I enjoy snuggling close to him.
3- /g/  There are many big snails around here.
4- /T/  They both snicked their fingers with the knife.
6 - /sl/ clusters
1- /i/  Paul uses many slang words.
2- /u/  Sue slapped him across the face.
3- /b/  Bob slunk away to his room.
4- /v/  She is fond of slap-up meals.
7 - /spr/ clusters
1- /eI/  They sprawled out on the bed last night.
2- /oU/  That old man is so spry, it’s unbelievable!
3- /d/  The door of the safe had sprung open.
4- /f/  Jeff spread out the newspaper.
8 - /spl/ clusters
1- /i/  He splashed the water.
2- /u/  They do splendid clay work.
3- /b/  Little Kathy’s bib split.
4- /Z/ She wore a beige splint on one leg.
9 - /str/ clusters
1- /aI/  My strategy is to avoid the enemy.
2- /eI/  Don’t say strange things.
3- /g/  The big streetlamp was out.
4- /z/  These strawberries are delicious.
10 - /skr/ clusters
1- /aU/  You don’t know how scrupulous he is.
2- /oI/  The oldest boy scribbled all over the floor.
3- /k/ He does not like scrambled eggs.
4- /s/  The police scrawled on a piece of paper.
11 - /skw/ clusters
1- /oU/ No squads will be located at the border.
2- /aI/ That guy squandered his savings last weekend.
3- /t/ They eat squash at every meal.
4- /v/ There are people living in conditions of squalor.
Appendix B - Transcriptions
Symbol: “+” short pause
Subjects with no pre reading and/or listening: 1 - 3
/sp/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/eI/  They spoilt [deIspçIoUt] [deIispçIoUtS] [deIspçIoUt]
/oU/  No spitting [noUspitiN] [noUispIRiN] [noUspitiN]
/p/ map specially [mEpspESoUlI] [mEpspES´li] [mQpspESIoli]
/f/  life span [laIvspEn] [laIf+ispEn] [laIfispEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/u/  too stubborn [tust√bbçrn] [tSuistSub√rn] [tustUbçrn]
/aI/  My staff [maIistEf] [maIistEfs] [maIstEf]
/t/  get stuck [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [feimoUzIstçr] [feImoUzIstçr] [feimoUstçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUskIng] [goUiskin] [goUskiN]
/k/  book skips [bUkskips] [bUkskips] [bUkIskIp]
/z/  is skeptical [is+iskEpItikaU] [iziskEptkaU] [i˘skEptIkaU]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/i/ see smugglers [si+Ism√glers] [Sizm√glers] [sism√glers]
/çI/ coy smile [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmaIo]
/d/ dad smacked [dEdsmEk´d] [dEd+zmEk´d] [dQdzmeIk´d]
/Z/ beige smock [beIZ+IsmoUk] [beIZ+izmoUk] Eliminated
/sn/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/eI/  They snatched [deIsnEtS´d] [deIiznEtS´d] [deIiznEtSed]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [endZçIsn√glIN] [endZçIIzn√gliN] [endZçI+izn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bIgsneIoUz] [bigIzneIoUz] [bigIsnEI´rs]
/T/ both snicked [boUT+IsnIked] Eliminated Eliminated
/sl/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/i/ many slang [menizlengs] [meni+izleng] [meni+izleng]
/u/  Sue slapped [su´slEpt] [suizlEpId] [suzlEpId]
/b/  Bob slunk [bobsl√nk] [bçbzl√nk] [bçbzl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up [fond+çfslQp√p] [fondçfzlEp√p] Eliminated
/spr/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/eI/  They sprawled [deIspraUd] [deIsprçl´d] [deI+ispraul´d]
/oU/  so spry [soU´spraI] [soU´spraI] [soU´spraI]
/d/ had sprung [hEdspr√ng] [hQd+ispr√ng] [hEdsprung]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEfsIsprid] [dZEfsprEd] [dZEf+sprEd]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/i/  He splashed [hisplESId] [hisplES´d] [hi´splES´s]
/u/ do splendid [dusplendId] [du+isplendId] [do´splendId]
/b/ bib split [bibsplit] [bibisplit] [bib+split]
/Z/ beige splint [beIZsplint] [beIZIsplint] [beiZ+Isplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/aI/  My strategy [maistrEteZI] [maIstrEteZi] [maI´stratEZi]
/eI/ say strange [seIstrendZ] [seIistreInd] [seIstreIndZ]
/g/ big streetlamp Eliminated [bigistritlEmp] [bIg´strentlQmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
[dizIstrçberis] [dizistroUbErIs] [dizistrçbEris]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUIskrUpUlus] [haUIskrUpUlus] [haU´skrUpuloUs]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçIskrIboUd] [bçI+skribIl´d] [bçI+skrinbIlId]
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskremboUd] [laIkskremboU] [laIkskrenbles]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlisi+skrçld] [po>lis+iskrçl´d] [>pçlis+iskrçlId]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3
/oU/ No squads [noUskwEds] [noUIskwEds] [noUiskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaIskwenderd] Eliminated [gaI+skwendered]
/t/ eat squash [itskwES] [itskwES] [itskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çfskwElor] [çfskweIlor] [çfskwElor]
Subjects with no pre reading and/or listening: 4 - 6
/sp/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/eI/  They spoilt [deIispçIoUt] [deIspçIoUt] [deIispçIl´t]
/oU/  No spitting [noUIspiRiN] [noUspIRiN] [noUspIriN]
/p/ map specially [mEpspESoli] [mEpspESolI] [mEpspESolI]
/f/  life span [laIfspEn] [laIfispEn] [laIfspEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/u/  too stubborn [tSuIstubçrn] [tust√b√rn] [tSustSub√rn]
/aI/  My staff [maIistEf] [maIistEf] [maIst√f]
/t/  get stuck [gEtstS√k] [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [f√moUzistçr] was not read [feImoUzIstçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIiskindaivs] [gaI+skindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUIskiN] [goUskIiN] [goUIskIiN]
/k/  book skips [bUkskips] [bUkskips] [bUkskips]
/z/  is skeptical [iskEpitikaU] Eliminated [izIskEptikaU]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/i/ see smugglers [siIzm√glers] [sizm√glers] [siIzm√glers]
/çI/ coy smile [kçIsmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIsmaIoU]
/d/ dad smacked [dEdIzmEk´d] [dEdIzmEkt] [dEdzmEkt]
/Z/ beige smock [beIdZsmoUk] [beIdZsmçk] [bIdZzmçk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/eI/  They snatched [deIiznEtSEd] [deIiznetSed] [deIsnEtSt]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [´ndZçIizn√gliN] [´ndZçI+Isn√gliN] [´ndZçIizn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bigiIzneIoUs] [bIgiznEoUs] [bIgsneIoUs]
/T/ both snicked [bçfiznik´d] [boUT+snikt] [boTsnik´d]
/sl/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/i/ many slang [menizlengs] [menizleng] Disagreement
/u/  Sue slapped Eliminated [suIzlEpt] [suslEpt]
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbIzl√nk] [bçbsl√nk] [bçbzl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up Eliminated [fondçfslEp√p] [fond´vslEp√p]
/spr/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/eI/  They sprawled [deIisprçl´d] [deIisproUd] [deIsprçd]
/oU/  so spry Eliminated [soUspraI] [soUspraI]
/d/ had sprung [hEdIspr√N] [hEgspr√N] [hEdspr√N]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEfisprEd] [dZEfsprEd] [dZEfsprEd]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/i/  He splashed [hiIsplESed] [hiIsplESt] [hisplESt]
/u/ do splendid [duispleIndId] Eliminated Eliminated
/b/ bib split [bIbIsplIt] [bIbsplIt] [bibsplit]
/Z/ beige splint [beIdZsplint] [beIZisplint] [beIdZsplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/aI/  My strategy [maIistrateZi] [maIstrEt´dZI] [maIistrEt´dZi]
/eI/ say strange [seIistrendZ] [seI´strendZ] [seIistrendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [big´strimplQmp] [bigistritlEmp] [bIgIstritlEmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
[dizIstroUbEris] [DizIstroUbEris] [dizIstrçb´ris]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUIskrUpulus] [haU´skrUpulus] [haUIskrUpUlus]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçIiskraIblEd] [bçIskrIboUd] Disagreement
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskrembled] [laIkskrEmboU] [laIkskrEmboUd]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlIsiskrçlEd] [po>lisskrçld] [po>lisskrçld]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6
/oU/ No squads [noUIskwEds] [noUskwEds] [noUskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaIiskw´rEd] [gaI+skwenderd] [gaIiskwenderd]
/t/ eat squash [itskwES] [itIskwES] [itiskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çfskwElor] [çfskwElor] [çvskwElor]
Subjects with no pre reading and/or listening: 7 - 9
/sp/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/eI/  They spoilt [deI´spoIoUt] [deIspçIoUt] [deIispçIoUt]
/oU/  No spitting [noU+spaitiN] [noUspiRiN] [noUispitiN]
/p/ map specially [meIp+IspeIsIali] [mEpspES´li] [mEpspESoUli]
/f/  life span [laIf+spQn] [laIf+spEn] [laif+spEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/u/  too stubborn Eliminated [tSuIst√b√rn] [tu+st√b√rn]
/aI/  My staff [maIistEf] [maIstaf] [maIistEf]
/t/  get stuck Eliminated [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [feImoUstçr] [feImoUstçr] [feimoUstçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUisking] [goUskIiN] [goU+skIiN]
/k/  book skips [bUk+skips] [bUkskips] [bUkskips]
/z/  is skeptical [is+IskipItIcal] [is+skEptikoU] [iz+skEptikaU]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/i/ see smugglers [si+Izm√glers] [sizm√glers] [si+Ism√glers]
/çI/ coy smile Eliminated [kçIzmaIoU] [kçIizmaioU]
/d/ dad smacked [dEd+izmeIked] [dQdIsmQked] [dQd+zmEk´d]
/Z/ beige smock [beIdZ+izmoUk] Eliminated [beIdZizmçk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/eI/  They snatched [DeI+iznEtSEd] [deIiznQtS´d] [deIsnEtS´d]
/çI/ enjoy snuggling [endZçI+´zn√gling] [endZçIizn√gliN] [endZçIizm√gliN]
/g/  big snails [big´zneoUs] [bigzneioUz] [bigizneioUz]
/T/ both snicked [bçT+iznikEd] [boTsniked] [boT+IsneIked]
/sl/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/i/ many slang [meni+´zlEng] [meni+izleng] [menIslEng]
/u/  Sue slapped [Su+Izliped] [suslEpd] Eliminated
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbsl√nk] [bçbzl√nk] [bçbzl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up [faUndçf+´zlQp√p] [fondçvslEp+√p] Eliminated
/spr/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/eI/  They sprawled [deI+´spraUled] [deIsprçled] [deIispraUl´d]
/oU/  so spry [soUIspraI] [soUspraI] [soUIspri]
/d/ had sprung [hEd+spr√N] [hEdspr√ng] [hEdspr√ng]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEf+´sprEd] [dZEfsprEd] [dZEfsprEd]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/i/  He splashed [hiIsplESed] [hisplESd] [hiIsplES´d]
/u/ do splendid [du´splendid] [duIsplendid] [duIsplEndid]
/b/ bib split Eliminated [bibIsplit] [bibsplit]
/Z/ beige splint Eliminated Eliminated [beIdZisplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/aI/  My strategy [maI+istrEteZi] [maIstrEteZi] [maIstrEt´dZi]
/eI/ say strange [seIstrendZi] [seIistrendZi] [seIistrendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [bigstrEtlamp] [bigiStritlQmp] [bigstritlQmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
[diz+´strçUbEris] Eliminated [distrçberis]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/aU/ how scrupulous [haU´skrUpulus] [haU+´skrUpUlus] [haU´skrUpUlus]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçIiskriboUled] [boI+skriboUd] [bçIiskr√bled]
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskremboU] [laIkskremboUd] [laIkskrEmboUd]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlIs+iskraUled] [>pçlIskrçed] [po>lis+IskraUled]
skw/ clusters
Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9
/oU/ No squads [noU+skweds] [noUskwEds] [noUiskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaI+iskwaunderEd] [gaIskwendered] [gaIiskwender´d]
/t/ eat squash [it+iskwES] [it+skwES] [itskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çfskwelor] [çvskwalor] [çvskwElor]
Subject with no pre reading and/or listening: 10
Subjects with pre reading and listening: 11 - 12
/sp/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/eI/  They spoilt [deIspçId] [deIispçIoU] [deIspçIoUt]
/oU/  No spitting [noUispitiN] [noUispiRiN] [noUspiRiN]
/p/ map specially [mEp+ispeSIali] [mEpspES´li] [mQpspES´li]
/f/  life span [laifispEn] [laIvspQn] [laIfspEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/u/  too stubborn Eliminated [tSu´st√b√rn] [tSustubçrn]
/aI/  My staff [maIstEf] [maIistEf] [maIstQf]
/t/  get stuck [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [feImoUs+istçrI] [feImoUstçr] [feimoUstçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaI+iskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUskIiN] [goU+iskIiN] [goUskIiN]
/k/  book skips [bUk+iskips] [bUkskips] [bUkskips]
/z/  is skeptical [iskEptikoU] [iskEptikol] [iskEpItkal]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/i/ see smugglers [si+izm√gler] [siizm√glers] Eliminated
/çI/ coy smile [kçIizmaioU] [kçIizmaIoU] [kçUIzmaioU]
/d/ dad smacked [dEd+izmEked] [dQdsmQk] [dQdsmQked]
/Z/ beige smock [beiZizmoUk] [beiZsmçk] [beiZsmçk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/eI/  They snatched [deIiznESed] [deIiznEtS] [deIiznQtS]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [endZçI+izn√gliN] [endZçI+isn√gliN] [endZçIizn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bigiizneioUs] [bigsneIoUs] [bIgiznEoUs]
/T/ both snicked Eliminated [boT+snik] [boTsnik´rd]
/sl/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/i/ many slang [meni+izleng] [mEnislEng] [manislEng]
/u/  Sue slapped [su+izlEp´d] [su+slQp] [suslQpt]
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbizl√nk] [bçbsl√nk] [bçbsl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up Eliminated [fondçfslEp√p] [fondçvslQp√p]
/spr/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/eI/  They sprawled [deIsprçled] [deIisprçld] [deIsprçleR]
/oU/  so spry [soUIspraI] [soUispraI] [soUspraI]
/d/ had sprung [hEdspr√ng] [hEdspr√N] [hEdIspr√ng]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEf+isprid] [dZEfsprEd] [dZEfsprEd]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/i/  He splashed [hiIsplES´d] [hisplES] [hisplES]
/u/ do splendid [du+isplendid] [duisplendId] [dusplendId]
/b/ bib split [bibi+isplaIt] [bibsplIt] [bibsplit]
/Z/ beige splint [beiZ+isplint] [beiZ+Isplint] [beIdZsplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/aI/  My strategy [maIstrateZi] [maIistrEtedZI] [maIstrEteZi]
/eI/ say strange [seIIstrendZ] [seIistrendZ] [seIistrendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [big+stritlEmp] [bigstritlQmp] [bigstrempoU]
/z/ These
strawberries
[dizistraUbEris] [dizstrawbEris] [dizstroUbEris]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUiskrUpUlus] [haUIskrUpUlus] [haUskrUpl´]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçI+Iskraibled] [bçIskriboU] [bçIskribleR]
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskremboUd] [laIkskrembol] [laIkskremboU]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlIsI+skraUled] [po>lis+skrçld] [po>lisskrçU]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12
/oU/ No squads [noUiskwEds] [noUskwads] [noUskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaI+´skwendere] [gaIiskw√nd´red] [gaIskwenderd]
/t/ eat squash [it+iskweS] [itskwaS] [itskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çf+Iskwalor] [ofskwalor] [çvskweIlor]
Subjects with pre reading and listening: 13 - 15
/sp/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/eI/  They spoilt [deIspçIoUt] [deIispçIoUt] [deIispçIoUt]
/oU/  No spitting [noUIspiRiN] [noUIspitiN] [noUspitiN]
/p/ map specially [mQpspES´li] [mEpspES´Uli] [mEpispeSIali]
/f/  life span [laIfispEn] [laIfspEn] [laIfIspEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/u/  too stubborn [tSuIst√bçrn] [tSuIstSuborn] [tuistçborn]
/aI/  My staff [maIistEf] [maIstEf] [maIistEf]
/t/  get stuck [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [feimoUzIstçr] [feimoUstçr] [famoUstçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIiskindaIvs] Eliminated [gaIiskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goU+IskIiN] [goUiskIiN] [goUiskIiN]
/k/  book skips [bUkskips] [bUkiskips] [bUkskips]
/z/  is skeptical Eliminated [iziskiptikol] [isiskEptikal]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/i/ see smugglers [siizm√glers] [siizm√glers] [siizm√glers]
/çI/ coy smile [kçIzmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmail´]
/d/ dad smacked [dQdzmQked] [dQdizmeIked] [dQdizmeiked]
/Z/ beige smock [beidZ+izmçk] [beiZIzmoUk] [beIZizmoUk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/eI/  They snatched [deIsnQtSed] [deIiznQtS´d] [deIiznQtSd]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [endZçIzn√gliN] [endZoIizn√gliN] [endZçIizn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bigizneioUz] [bigizneioUz] [bigizneIous]
/T/ both snicked Eliminated [bçfizsniked] [bçfIsniked]
/sl/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/i/ many slang [menisleng] [meniizleng] [meiizleng]
/u/  Sue slapped [suIizlQped] [SizlQped] [suizlQped]
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbzl√nk] [bçbzlunk] [bçbizl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up [çf+´zlQp√p] [faundofzlEp√p] [faund çvizlQp√p]
/spr/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/eI/  They sprawled [deIsprElEd] [deIisprçUd] [deIisprauled]
/oU/  so spry [soUIspraI] [soUIspraI] [soUispraI]
/d/ had sprung Eliminated [hQdspring] [hEdIspr√ndZ]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEfsprEd] [dZEfsprid] [dZEf+isprEdZ]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/i/  He splashed [hiisplESIs] [hiisplES´d] [deIisplESed]
/u/ do splendid [du+isplendId] [du´splendId] [duisplendid]
/b/ bib split [bibsplit] [bibI+isplit] [bibisplit]
/Z/ beige splint [beiZisplint] [bEZisplint] [beIZisplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/aI/  My strategy [maIstrEtedZi] [maIistrEtedZi] [maIstrEtedZ]
/eI/ say strange [seIstrendZ] [seIistrendZ] [seI+strendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [big+istriplQmp] [bigistritlQmp] [bigistrElEmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
[dizistrobEris] [disistroUbEris] [disistrçberis]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUIskrUpUlus] [hoUiskrUpUlus] [haUiskroplos]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçIiskrEblEd] [bçIiskraIboUd] [bçIiskrEbEdZ]
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskremboUd] [laIkskremboUd] [laIkskremblEd]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlIs+iskrawlEd] [>pçlis+iskrçld] [po>lisiskrçled]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15
/oU/ No squads [noUskwEds] [noUiskwEds] [noUiskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaI+iskwendered] [gaI+iskwenderd] [gaIiskwender´d]
/t/ eat squash Eliminated [itskwES] [itskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çf+iskwElor] [çvskweilor] [çfskweilor]
Subjects with pre reading and listening: 16 - 18
/sp/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/eI/  They spoilt [deIispçIoUt] [deIispçIoUt] [deIspçIt]
/oU/  No spitting [noUispaItiN] Eliminated [noUIspaItiN]
/p/ map specially [mQp+speSIali] [mQpspESIali] [mEp+´speSI´li]
/f/  life span [laIfispEn] [laIfispEn] [laIfispEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/u/  too stubborn [tu+Ist√bçrn] [tu´st√b√rn] [tSuist√bçrn]
/aI/  My staff [maIistaf] [maIstEf] [maIistaf]
/t/  get stuck [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k] [gEtst√k]
/s/ famous store [feimoUstçr] [feImoUzistçr] [feImoUzistçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaIskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUskIiN] [goUiskiniN] [goUiskiN]
/k/  book skips [bUkiskips] [bUkskips] [bUkskips]
/z/  is skeptical [iskiptikoU] [is+iskEptikal] [iziskEptikal]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/i/ see smugglers [si+Ism√glers] [siizm√glers] [siizm√glers]
/çI/ coy smile [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU]
/d/ dad smacked [dEd+ismeIk] [dEdizmEked] [dEdI+izmEked]
/Z/ beige smock [beiZizmçk] [beIdZismoUk] [beIdZizmoUk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/eI/  They snatched [deIizn√tS´d] [deIiznEtSed] [deIiznQtS]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [endZçIizn√gliN] [endZçIizn√gliN] [endZçIizn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bigisnEIoUs] [bigisneIoUs] [bigizneIoUz]
/T/ both snicked Eliminated Eliminated Eliminated
/sl/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/i/ many slang Eliminated [meniizleng] [meni´zleng]
/u/  Sue slapped [sjuizleIped] [suIslQped] [suizlEped]
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbizl√nk] [bçbizl√nk] [bçbizl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up [faund ofislEp√p] [fondçfizlQp√p] [fondçf+IzlQp√p]
/spr/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/eI/  They sprawled [deIisprçled] [deIsprçled] [deIisprçd]
/oU/  so spry Eliminated [soUispraI] [soUIspraI]
/d/ had sprung [hEdspr√ng] [hQd+spr√ng] [hEdIspr√ng]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEf´spred] [dZEf+sprid] [dZEfIsprEd]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/i/  He splashed [hiIsplES´d] [hisplESed] [hisplES]
/u/ do splendid [duisplendid] [duisplendid] [duisplendid]
/b/ bib split [bibisplit] [bibsplit] [bibisplit]
/Z/ beige splint [beIZ´splint] [beIdZ+isplint] [beIdZisplin]
/str/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/aI/  My strategy [maIstrEteZi] [maIstrEteZi] [maI+´strEt´zi]
/eI/ say strange [seIistrendZ] [seI+IstrendZ] [seIistrendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [bigistritlEmp] [bigstritlEmp] [bigistritlEmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
Eliminated [dizIstrçbEris] [dizistrobEris]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUiskrUpUlus] [haUiskrUpUlus] [haUiskrUpUlus]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçI´skripled] [bçI+skribled] Eliminated
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskrembleRe] [laIkskrembled] [laIk´skremboU]
/s/ police scrawled [>pçlisiiskr√mled] [>pçlisiskrçled] [po>lisiskrçd]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 16 Participant 17 Participant 18
/oU/ No squads [noUIskwEds] [noUIskwEds] [noUiskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaIiskwenderEd] [gaIiskwenderd] [gaI+iskwenderd]
/t/ eat squash [itiskwaS] [itskwES] [itiskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çfiskweIlor] [çfskweIlor] [çfIskwElor]
Subjects with pre reading and listening: 19 - 20
/sp/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/eI/  They spoilt [deIispolt] [deIispçIoUt]
/oU/  No spitting [noUispitiN] [noU´spaItiN]
/p/ map specially [mapspESI´li] [mEpiSpES´li]
/f/  life span [laIfispEn] [laIfIspEn]
/st/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/u/  too stubborn [tSu´st√bçrn] [tSuist√born]
/aI/  My staff [maIistaf] [maIistEf]
/t/  get stuck [gEtst√k] [geRist√k]
/s/ famous store [feImoUzIstçr] [feImoUzistçr]
/sk/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/aI/ guy skin-dives [gaIiskindaIvs] [gaI+iskindaIvs]
/oU/ go skiing [goUIskin] [goUiskin]
/k/  book skips [bUkskips] [bUkIskips]
/z/  is skeptical [iziskEptikol] [iskEptikal]
/sm/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/i/ see smugglers [siizm√glers] [siizm√glers]
/çI/ coy smile [kçIizmaIoU] [kçIizmaIoU]
/d/ dad smacked [hQdizmeIked] [dQdizmEked]
/Z/ beige smock [beIdZizmoUk] [beIdZIsmoUk]
/sn/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/eI/  They snatched [deIiznEtSed] [deIiznEtS´d]
/çI/  enjoy snuggling [endZçIizn√gliN] [endZçIzn√gliN]
/g/  big snails [bigizneIoUz] [bigsnEoUs]
/T/ both snicked [bçTizniked] [boUfsnik´d]
/sl/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/i/ many slang [meniizleng] Disagreement
/u/  Sue slapped [suizlQpt] [suizlEpId]
/b/  Bob slunk [bçbizl√nk] [bçbizl√nk]
/v/ fond of slap-up [fond çfizlEpt] [fondçfIslQp√p]
/spr/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/eI/  They sprawled [deIispreled] [deIisprçd]
/oU/  so spry [soUIspraI] [soUIspraI]
/d/ had sprung [hQdspr√ng] [hQdspr√ng]
/f/  Jeff spread [dZEfisprEd] [dZEfsprid]
/spl/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/i/  He splashed [hispleS] [SisplES´d]
/u/ do splendid [duisplendid] [duisplendid]
/b/ bib split [bibisplit] [bibisplit]
/Z/ beige splint [bEdZisplint] [beIZisplint]
/str/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/aI/  My strategy [maIistratedZi] [maIistrateZi]
/eI/ say strange [seIistreng] [seI+strendZ]
/g/ big streetlamp [bigistritlEmp] [bigistritlEmp]
/z/ These
strawberries
[dizistrçbEris] [dizistrçbErIs]
/skr/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/aU/ how scrupulous [haUIskrUpUlus] [hauiskrUpUlus]
/çI/ boy scribbled [bçIiskrIbled] [bçIiskraIbod]
/k/ like scrambled [laIkskremble] [laIkskremb´d]
/s/ police scrawled [po>lisiskrçled] [po>lisiskraUled]
/skw/ clusters
Participant 19 Participant 20
/oU/ No squads [noUiskwEds] [noUiskwEds]
/aI/ guy squandered [gaIskwenderd] [gaI+Iskwenderd]
/t/ eat squash [itiskwES] [itiskwES]
/v/  of squalor [çfiskwelor] [çfIskwElor]
